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Abstract- Cooperative communication is a new communication 

paradigm that allows multiple transceivers to collaborate as a 

cluster for data transmission and such clustering could greatly 

improve the transmission quality due to cooperative diversity. For 

conventional cooperation protocols, each cooperating device uses 

orthogonal channels to relay different messages for mitigating co-

channel interference and avoiding transmission collision, but 

doing so would significantly reduce the bandwidth efficiency. One 

way to tackle this issue is to use wireless network coding, in which 

different messages are smartly combined at cooperating devices to 

save the channel use for data relaying. Network coding has been 

widely used in wire line networks, but only until very recently was 

grafted onto the wireless networks. In this review paper we aim to 

address these important issues and challenges and provide some 

theoretical guidelines for real system design. We study the 

fundamental diversity performance of un-coded cooperation 

systems with wireless network coding.  

Keywords:- Amplify-and-forward (AF), Maximal Ratio 

Combining (MRC). 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the past decades, wireless communications have been 

experiencing exponential growth because they enable 

multimedia communications between or among people and 

devices from any location of the service areas. At the same 

time, wireless devices have been developed to be smaller, 

cheaper, more convenient, and more powerful in order to run 

many applications and network services. All of these factors 

fuel the explosive growth of demand in wireless performance 

in many aspects such as system capacity and reliability. 

However, wireless communications suffer from some 

drawbacks compared to wire-line communications as 

follows. 

 

Diversity 

The basic idea of diversity is to transmit and/or to receive 

uncorrelated signal components. The more the number of 

uncorrelated components increases, the more the probability 

that they are all deeply faded decreases. We present the 

concept of diversity in the three areas: time, frequency, and 

space. 

 

Time diversity 

When studying time diversity in wireless communications, it 

is useful to consider the time duration over which a wireless 

channel is considered stationary. This time duration is 

referred to as the coherence time   . A transmission 

technique is achieving time diversity when it enables the 

emission and/or reception of signal components separated by 

time duration of Tc at least. In the following, we present two 

transmission schemes achieving time diversity. 

 
Fig 1: Repetition Technique 

 

Frequency diversity 

When studying frequency diversity in wireless 

communications, it is useful to consider the bandwidth over 

which a wireless channel is considered as a constant gain. 

This frequency band is referred to as the coherence 

bandwidth Bc. A transmission technique is achieving 

frequency diversity when it enables the emission and/or 

reception of signal components separated by a frequency 

band of Bc at least. In the following, we present two 

transmission schemes achieving frequency diversity. 

 

 
Fig. 2: Multi carrier communications. 

 

Spatial diversity 

When studying spatial diversity in wireless communications, 

it is useful to consider the space separation over which a 

wireless channel is considered stationary. This space 

separation is referred to as the coherence distance Dc. A 

transmission technique is achieving space diversity when it 

enables the emission and/or reception of signal components 

separated by a distance of Dc at least. In the following, we 

present a transmission scheme achieving spatial diversity. 
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Fig. 3: SIMO transmissions 

 

Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) 

During the past decades, MIMO, technology has attracted 

attention in wireless communications, since it offers both of 

spatial diversity and multiplexing gain without requiring 

additional bandwidth or transmit power. 

 

Properties of MIMO transmissions 

Spatial diversity can be negotiated in two different ways 

according to the number of transmitted data streams. 

     
      

            

         
 

 

Even if the BER is a largely used criterion, this indicator has 

a major drawback: it depends on the modulation scheme that 

is used to transmit the data. To avoid this dependence, 

another criterion is often used in this context: the outage 

probability. The outage probability pout stands for the 

probability that the mutual information (ID) of the 

transmission is less than a given spectral efficiency (R), 

 

                  
 

Limitations of MIMO transmissions 

MIMO transmissions induce an additional cost due to the 

installation of multiple antennas on the terminals. Moreover, 

an additional processing time is required to process several 

emitted and/or received signals. 

 

  
 

  
 

 

Cooperative Communications 

Cooperative communications have been introduced. 

Cooperative communications provide an alternative form of 

spatial diversity. The concept of cooperative communications 

is to exploit the broadcast nature of the wireless medium by 

transforming single-antenna terminals into a virtual antenna 

array. Thus, multiple signals are transmitted from source and 

relay(s) terminals through uncorrelated channels to the 

destination and provide benefits of spatial diversity. 

 
Fig. 4: An example of cooperative scenario. 

 

In multi-hop networks as shown in Fig.4, the cooperation can 

be used in any intermediate hop along the data transmission 

route. A relay terminal or a set of relay terminals helps on 

data relaying from a previous terminal to a next-hop 

terminal. In this thesis, the use of “a source terminal” can 

also refer to “a previous terminal” and “a destination 

terminal” can also refer to “a next-hop terminal”. 

 

 
Fig. 5: An example of cooperative scenario in multi-hop networks. z 

 

II. SYSTEM MODULE 

The basic concept of cooperative transmissions is to allow 

several single-antenna terminals to perform as a virtual 

multi-antenna terminal. In a scenario with a single relay 

terminal, an original signal and an uncorrelated redundant 

signal are respectively transmitted by a source terminal and a 

relay terminal. 

 

Forwarding Schemes 

In a cooperative scenario, a relay terminal (or a set of relay 

terminals) has to help a source terminal to forward data to a 

destination terminal. There are two common forwarding 

schemes that are used for data forwarding at a relay terminal: 

Amplify-and- Forward (AF) and Decode-and-Forward (DF). 

First, a system model is specified. 

 

System model 

We study the cooperative transmission between a source 

terminal S and a destination terminal D with the help of a 

relay terminal R. We consider a slow Rayleigh fading 

channel model. The analysis focuses on the case of slow 

fading, to capture scenarios in which delay constraints are on 

the order of the channel coherence time. A half duplex 

constraint is imposed across each relay terminal, i.e. it cannot 
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transmit and listen simultaneously. Moreover, transmissions 

are multiplexed in time; they use the same frequency band. 

 

Amplify-and-forward (AF) 

In this scheme, the relay terminal amplifies the received 

signal from a source terminal and forwards it to a destination 

terminal, as shown in Fig.6 a. for examples. 

 

                   

                   

 

For n=1,2,...,TM/2, where TM denotes the duration of time-

slots reserved for each message. During the second time-slot, 

the relay terminal R transmits a new signal using a fixed AF 

scheme. The received signal at D sent by R is shown in eqn. 

                         

 

          
     

  

 

 

Decode-and-forward (DF) 

Instead of being amplified, the received signal transmitted by 

the source terminal is decoded at the relay terminal. Then, 

the relay re-encodes the data, and forwards it to the 

destination terminal, as shown in Fig. 6. These techniques 

have been introduced. 

 
Fig. 6: Forwarding schemes (a) Amplify-and-Forward: AF and (b) 

Decode-and-Forward: DF. 

 

Cooperative Transmission Modes 

Once a cooperative transmission technique has been selected, 

the cooperative transmission protocol should also decide 

whether a relay must always forward the source message or 

not. Other options include adaptive relaying schemes such as 

selective relaying and on-demand relaying. 

 

Fixed relaying 

In a fixed relaying scenario, relay terminals are always 

relaying the source message. So resource should always be 

assigned to relay transmissions. Note that when using a DF 

transmission scheme, the source message is always 

forwarded by the relay terminal, even if the message has 

been received with errors. Error propagation is the main 

drawback in a fixed DF transmission scheme. That is the 

reason why the diversity order of this transmissions scheme 

is limited to the value of one. 

 

Adaptive relaying 

In an adaptive relaying scenario, relay terminals are not 

always relaying the source message. The decision on whether 

to forward the source message or not is made depending on 

some extra information on the context. Examples of adaptive 

relaying are selective relaying and on-demand relaying. 

 
Fig. 7: An example of the symmetric cooperation in a cellular 

network. 

 

Cooperation Scenarios 

In each case, cooperation scenarios have been designed 

compatibly with the natures of each network types; for 

example, centralize cooperative setup methods are proposed 

for cellular or wireless LAN networks while distributed ones 

are designed for in ad hoc and sensor networks. 

 
Fig. 8: An example of the symmetric cooperation in a wireless 

LAN. 

 

III. LITERATURE REVIEW 

In the year of 2015 Apandi, Nur Ilyana Anwar and 

Hardjawana, Wibowo [1] studied of a small cell networks 

(SCN) concept has been widely accepted as the most 

efficient method to increase cellular network capacity. As the 

cell size and networks become smaller and denser, 

respectively, inter-cell interference (ICI) at user terminal 

equipment (UE), coming from the adjacent base station (BS) 

transmissions, grows considerably and becomes more 

complex to manage. In this research work, authors develop a 

distributed cooperative downlink power allocation algorithm 

for SCN that maximises the network sum capacity, subject to 

the minimum received SINR requirements at the UEs. They 

first formulate the power optimization problem; with BSs 

transmit powers as the variables to be optimized. A factor 

graph representation for ICI and Belief Propagation (BP) 

method for the power allocation optimization are then 

developed. This optimization representation allows each BS 

to cooperate by exchanging messages about the estimates of 

the sum capacity that can satisfy minimum SINR 

requirements at UEs. Each BS uses this information to 

optimize it’s transmit power allocation. To reduce the 
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overhead information that needs to be exchanged by the BSs, 

authors allow only a subset of BSs in the network, chosen 

randomly, to exchange messages. The simulation outcomes 

show that the network sum capacity obtained by the 

proposed algorithm, with only 70% randomly chosen active 

BSs, is close to the one obtained by using a global optimal 

exhaustive search method and it outperforms the best 

existing scheme. 

 

In the year of 2015 Yun Li, [2] Investigated a grass-root 

based spectrum database architecture by encouraging 

network users to monitor radio environment data and share it 

with the database through integrating cognitive radio 

network as well as heterogeneous network. We apply 

coalitional game to formulate the cooperation among 

autonomous network users and design an effective algorithm 

to improve individual benefit of the users in the game. The 

details of game property are analyzed, and the algorithm can 

yield stable partition of coalition for network users, through 

which each user can obtain improved benefit. Simulations 

have been performed to demonstrate the advantage of the 

proposal. The proposed spectrum data collection in user 

participation is expected to enhance radio frequency 

optimization for self-organization based wireless networks. 

 

In the year of 2015 Frischen, A.; Hasch, J.; Waldschmidt, C., 

[3] proposed the study of Cooperative Radar Sensor Systems 

operate several radar sensors with independent generation in 

a distributed network. Evaluating the cross-echo distances 

(bistatic responses), additional information about the target's 

contour can be gained, as the locations of further reflection 

points of the target can be estimated. In this research work, a 

system model with several single channel stations is 

introduced, which enables to distinguish between spherical 

and planar objects. For this model, the complete signal 

processing chain to process the bistatic response is presented. 

Criteria to distinguish between point and planar scatterers are 

derived from geometrical deliberations. The technique is 

demonstrated in a measurement setup with an arbitrary 

waveform generator (AWG) as the signal source for two 

stations. Outcomes are discussed for varying phase noise 

parameters. The measurements reveal that the presented 

method enables contour classification of objects under strict 

phase noise requirements. 

 

In the year of 2015 Rahman, Talha Faizur; Sacchi, Claudio; 

Schlegel, Christian, [4] presented a Long-Term Evolution 

Advanced (LTE-A) will rely on the concept of “small cell”, 

authors would assess the link level performance of a 

cooperative multi-point transmission scheme for LTE-A 

small-cell uplink. The mobile terminal transmits the uplink 

signal to a virtual networked MIMO consisting of different 

Evolved Node Bs (eNBs) jointly processing the signal. 

Corporation is applied at eNB level in order to improve 

system diversity without increasing terminal complexity. Bit-

Error-Rate (BER) performance of the simulated networked 

MIMO system will be first appreciated, assuming error-free 

and delay-free backhauling. In the perspective of considering 

realistic simulation scenarios, authors shall analyze the 

impact of channel estimation and channel coding, as per 

3GPP standard, on link performance. The link energy 

efficiency will be also analyzed in terms of useful energy 

spent by the mobile terminal for correct transmission of 

information. Selected simulation outcomes will show the 

dramatic improvement both in terms of BER performance 

and reduced energy consumption, obtained by cooperative 

transmission techniques for the LTE-A uplink. Imperfect 

channel estimation represents a critical issue, able at 

significantly impairing eNBs coordination even when robust 

channel coding is adopted. 

 

In the year of 2015 Nhu Tri Do; Beongku An, [5] presented a 

research work  on a Hybrid Cooperative Spectrum Sensing 

scheme called HCSS scheme for Cognitive Radio Networks. 

The novelty of the proposed scheme is that authors derive the 

optimal detection threshold of the Log-Likelihood Ratio test 

which is employed at each cluster head by using the 

minimum error probability criterion. In additions, the optimal 

Chair-Varshney fusion rule is applied at the fusion center to 

achieve higher sensing accuracy. The simulation outcomes 

prove that the proposed scheme provides better sensing 

performance in terms of error probability compared to the 

conventional hard combination schemes with k-out-of-N 

fusion rule. 
 

IV. PROBLEM FORMULATION 

Although cooperative transmissions provide benefits of 

spatial diversity to the networks, they utilize more medium 

than non-cooperative transmissions since data must be sent at 

least two times by the source terminal and the relay terminal. 

The channel quality of a direct path (from a source to 

destination) used by non-cooperative transmissions is 

dropped and re-transmissions are required, cooperative 

transmissions outperform direct transmissions. Therefore, the 

outage performance of M-relay amplify and-forward 

cooperative network over time-varying Rayleigh fading links 

with MRC receivers must me improved up to appropriate 

level. Previous works on cooperative transmissions have 

mainly considered the designs of cooperative transmission 

schemes and how to acquire benefits of spatial diversity 

based on information theory. Details of relay selections, how 

cooperative transmissions interact with protocol stack, and 

resource allocations have not been addressed.  

 

V. CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK 

Cooperative transmissions concern with transmission 

methods in the physical layer while cooperative setup 

consider how cooperative transmissions can interact with 

protocols in higher layers in order to implement resource 

allocation and relay selection methods, for instance. Though, 

a common framework for cooperative communication 

comparisons and designs does not exist yet. Thus, we study 

an original framework of a cooperative network at the system 

level called “Cooperative Network Model” Then, we analyze 

the cooperative network protocol to design a cooperative 
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transmission method called “Proxy Cooperative 

Transmission. The advantage of the proposed protocol is 

that, in contrast to other adaptive cooperative transmission 

methods, 
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